Napier Park Global Capital Named 2015
Hedge Fund Manager of the Year by Risk Magazine
New York, NY – January 13, 2015 – Napier Park Global Capital, a global alternative asset
management firm, announced today that it has been named 2015 Hedge Fund Manager of
the Year by Risk magazine. The award is in recognition of Napier Park’s investment
approach in credit-intensive and structured assets, and a business structure where the bulk
of its investor capital is longer-dated, which is appropriate for the less liquid nature of the
assets in which it invests.
“We could not be more pleased to have been recognized by Risk for our accomplishments
over the past year,” stated Jim O’Brien, senior managing partner of Napier Park Global
Capital. “Our core strength is our ability to understand complex, highly structured creditintensive assets and to then correctly match those assets with the appropriate fund structure
and financing. The structure of our funds can enable us, at times, to increase risk when many
funds are selling.”
“Through the long-dated nature of our capital, the limited use of borrowed money and a
fundamental research-driven investment process, we have been able to generate attractive
risk-adjusted returns for our large institutional clients,” said Jon Dorfman, senior managing
partner and chief investment officer. “This is especially important in today’s post-financial
crisis environment where the regulatory framework has put an end to the sort of liquidity that
was historically provided in credit markets.”
Napier Park manages strategies across U.S. and European corporate credit, U.S mortgages,
distressed debt, U.S. municipal securities and event-driven equity markets, as well as in a
multi-strategy format.
***
About Napier Park Global Capital
Napier Park Global Capital is an independent alternative asset management firm that manages
$6.4 billion as of December 31, 2014. The firm offers a diversified product mix including hedge
funds, private investments, CLOs and structured credit to large, sophisticated institutional
investors. Napier Park Global Capital has offices in New York, London, Switzerland and Dubai.
For more information visit www.napierparkglobal.com
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